
Wanted: B              Explorers!
We are looking for new explorers to join our crew.

You must be: b    , a     
and f     .

We will be going on a mission to the South Pole. It 
will be d     and d    . 

Antarctica is h    , c     
and e     .

Although it will be a challenging mission, we hope 
that you will find the job e       
and r     .

If you think this sounds like an i     job, 
please contact Gaspar and Rossi.

Phone: 01234 Penguins

Email: GasparandRossi@bravepenguins.twinkl
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Wanted: Brave Explorers!
We are looking for new explorers to join our crew.

You must be: bold, adventurous and fearless.

We will be going on a mission to the South Pole. It 
will be difficult and dangerous. 

Antarctica is huge, cold and empty.

Although it will be a challenging 
mission, we hope that you will find the job exciting 
and rewarding.

If you think this sounds like an interesting job, please 
contact Gaspar and Rossi.

Phone: 01234 Penguins

Email: GasparandRossi@bravepenguins.twinkl@

Answers

For  and , accept any answers that make sense.
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